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Sunto. – Una breve introduzione alla �gura scienti�ca di Stephen Hawking e ai suoi
contributi alla comprensione dell’interazione fra relatività generale e teoria quantistica.

∗ ∗ ∗

Abstract. – A brief introduction to the scienti�c work of Stephen Hawking and to
his contributions to our understanding of the interplay between general relativity and
quantum theory.

1. Introduction

The scienti�c life of Stephen Hawking follows a path that eventually led
him to establish some of the most relevant theoretical results in general
relativity, from the properties of black holes and spacetime singularities,
to the introduction of the revolutionary circle of ideas and techniques
that go under the name of Hawking (Black Hole) Radiation. This is ar-
guably themost signi�cant result in the still ongoing attempt to reconcile
general relativitywithquantum theory, an attemptwhich, in thewords of
Roger Penrose, represents the most fundamental unsolved foundational
issue in Physics.

(*) Department of Physics, University of Pavia. Italian National Group of Math-
ematical Physics, and INFN Pavia Section, Italy. E-mail: mauro.carfora@unipv.it
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2. Gravity

Our story begins with avityy,, the weakest among the known interac-
tions, but themost evident because it is universal: gravity acts in the same
manner on every formorm of y,, hence its �eects are cumulative.
Moreover, gravity is a forcorce which �eects every particle in the same way,,
as �rst recognized byGalileo, a basic observationwhich expresses the uni-
versality of free fall:all: All fre fallingalling bodies with negligible gravitational
self–interactions foollow the same path if they have the same initial veloc-
ities. This is the weak Principle of Equivalence which allows us to elim-
inate the local avitationalvitational �eld. Stated more pre y,, in Newtonian
mechanics we have the freedom of choosing at any point (and at a given
instant of time) a (non–rotating) local frame of ferencerence in which the
avitationalvitational �eld, at the given point and at the given instant, can be elim-

inated and inwhichNewton equations ofmotion take the formorm they avve
in an inertial frame. This cannot be a peculiarity of the laws of New-
tonian mechanics and with a bold step Einstein extended this y,,
with his Equivalence Principle, to all physicysical laws: In all non–rotating
fre fallingalling local frames of ferencerence: the so-called Local Inertial raames
(LIF)), the non-gravitational laws of physicsysics take the same formorm they vve,
in absence of avityy,, in the inertial frames of Minkowski spacetime. In
other words, avitationalvitational physicsysics in each local inertial frame is the
physicsysics of special relativity in absence of avityy,, in particular in a LIF
light propagates in vacuum as in special relativity. It foollows that around
a gravitating source light propagation is described by the collection of lo-
cal light cones associated with the local inertial frames surrounding the
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recall that the future light cone at an event P may be thought of
world-history of thepropagationof a light-front emitted (in vacuu
light-ash at P. Each light-front is a 2-sphere expanding from P. Sim
the past light cone at P is theworld history of a light front convergi
P (Fig. 2).

It is worthwhile to stress that the light cone is not a peculia
electromagnetism. The propagation of every massless �eld is cha
ized by this propagative cone, and its structure is a property ofMin
spacetime. The causality principle together with special relativity i
that no physical signal can avvel fasteraster than light. It foollows that th
cone determines the causal structure: how spacetime events are c
related to each other (Fig. 3).

Hence, regardless of electromagnetism, the light cone can b
ti�ed as the characterization of the causal structure of Minkowski
time: given an event P,, it tells us which event is in the past, in the
or in the present of P. In special relativity the light cones are all e
lent: we canmapone into any other via (active) Poincoincaré formations.orm
Hence, the causal structure ofMinkowski spacetime is rigid. How
we switch on vvity this is no longer true: the local inertial frames
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This is General y,, the modern theory of gravitation governed by
Einstein’s equations,

Ric(g) − 1

2
g R(g) =

8π G

c4
T

where Ric(g) and R(g) respectively are the Ricci and the scalar curva-
ture associated with the spacetimemetric g, T is the energy–momentum
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tensor describing the mass–energy sources present, G denotes th
itational constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Notice
trinsic non–linearity of the theory. Via the coupling 8πG

ely-f

c4
, the di

tion of mass–energy T generates spacetime curvature. Conversely
time curvature determines the evolution of the mass–energy sour
the fre fallingalling condition div T = 0, consequence of the con
Bianchi identity div

(
Ric(g) − 1

Gra
ometry

2
g R(g)

)
≡ 0, (where div is t

sorial divergence ∇a T
ab associated with the Levi-Civita connec

on the spacetime (M, g)). This non–linearity is the basic reasonw
stein theory is so complex and rich.

3. Black holes

Theconnectionbetween spacetimege y,, causality andgravity
erful but also leads to a severe problem: avitationalvitational Collapse an
gularities. In this connection, it is worthwhile to go through a b
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the-envelope calculation providing us a rough indication of the p
regime in which general relativity is relevant. From Newton theo
know that avityvity plays a signi�cant role in the analysis of a physicysic
nomenon if the typical velocities v induced on a test particle by th
tational attraction exerted by amassM , concentrated in a region of
r, are such that

1

2
v2 ' GM

f
h

r
.

On the other hand, special relativity plays a signi�cant role if the veloci-
ties involved in discussing a physicysical con�guration are such that they ap-
proach, in modulus, the speed of light in vacuum, |v| ' c. It foollows
that general relativity is expected to play a signi�cant role if 1

2
c2 ' GM

r
,

i.e., if the region whereM is concentrated has a radius

r ' 2GM

c2
:= rSchw
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a quantity known as the Schwarzschild radius (Fig. 6)) associated to the
mass M . This general relativistic regime is put to the foreore when a star
collapses under its own avityvity and evolves into a Black Hole: here the
connection between causal structure and gravity featureseatures at its peak. It
is well-known that the possibility of the existence of Dark Stars (black
holes) had been already explored in Newtonian theory by John Michell
(1783) [9], and Pierre-Simon de Laplace (1798) [8]. In the very words of
J. Michell (paragraph 29 of his paper [9])

If there should really exist in nature anyy ies,es, whose density is not less
thahan that of the sun, and whose diameters are more than 500 times thehe di-
ameter of thehe sun, si cee theiirr light could not arrive at us; of if therehere should
exists anyy therher ieses of a somewhat smallerler ize,ze, icch are not naturaallyly
luminous; of thehe thehe existence of ieses under therher of these ircurcumstances,
we could have no i ionon from light; yet, if anyy therher luminous ieses
should appenppen to revolve about them we might illll apsps from thehe mo-
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tions of these revolving ies,es, icch would not be ilyly exp icacablele on anyy
therher hypothesis ... (Fig. 7))

ThisNewtonian result, which seems to imply that ”the largest bod-
ies in the Universe could remain invisible to us”, is not dynamically very
relevant, since it depends only on the mass of the star. However, accord-
ing to general y,, what matters is the dynamical concentration of
a su�ciently large amount of matter in a su�ciently small region as to
deect light going out from the region so much that it can be dragged
back inwards. This situation implies that matter, which cannot travel
fasteraster than light, is trapped in a region whose boundary decreases to zero
within a �nite proper time. A Black Hole is born, a spacetime singularity
must occur (Fig. 8). The prescient work (1939) by Robert Oppenheimer
and Hartland Snyder [10], describing the avitationalvitational collapse of a ball
of dust, was conducive to such a conclusion, but it was (erroneously) be-
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lieved that the development of a singularity was an factact of the spheri-
cal symmetry. That the onset of a singularity is a general consequence of
avitationalvitational collapse was proven in 1965 by R. Penrose in a remarkable

paper [11] which laid the foundationoundation of all subsequent work (and in par-
ticular of Hawking’s work) on singularity theorems in general relativity.
Penrose made use of modern techniques of �erentialerential geometry charac-
terizing the spacetime singularities in terms of geodesic incompleteness,
stressed the role of hyy h facaces and introduced the notion of
closed trapped facace, a two-dimensional closed facace which happens
to be embedded in the given spacetime in such away that the two familiesamilies
of future–pointing light rays emerging orthogonally from it are (initially)
convergent (Fig. 8).

A fundamental example of the complex causal structure associated
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g = −
(
1− 2GM

c2r

)
dt2 +

(
1− 2GM

c2r

)−1

dr2

+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) ,

This is the solution of Einstein equations in vacuum (Ric(g) =
tained, as early as 1916, by Karl Schwarzschild [13], and which geo
cally describes an asymptotically Minkowskian spacetime endowe
spherical symmetry. A full understanding of the causal structure
spacetime had towait the 60s (after a long chain of contributionsm
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also played by the Kerr metric [7] (here in Boyer–Lindquist coordinates
and c = 1)

g = −dt2 +
r2 + a2 cos2 θ

r2 − 2GMr + a2
dr2 +

(
r2 + a2 cos2 θ

)
dθ2

+
(
r2 + a2

)
sin2 θ dφ2 +

2GMr

r2 + a2 cos2 θ

(
a sin2 θ dφ− dt2

)
,
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which describes the vacuum spacetime associated to a rotating axially-
symmetric black hole of mass M and angular momentum J = M a.
Its causal structure is described, in a sketchy form, in Fig. 11. Besides
the presence of inner singularities (with a structure di�erent from the
Schwarzschild singularity) and event horizons it is characterized by the
presence of a spacetime region, the ergosphere, external to the black hole’s
(outer) event horizon, where no time-like observer could remain station-
ary. Roger Penrose [12] showed that particles within this ergosphere re-
gion could possess negative energy as measured by an observer at in�nity.
When these particles are captured by the horizon, we can extract energy
and angular momentum from the rotating black hole, a possibility that
played a basic role in the development of the circle of ideas leading to the
Hawking radiation.

4. Singularities

The basic question around the nature of Schwarzschild and Kerr black
holes concerned the possibility that the development of an event horizon
and of the ensuing singularities was not a generic fact, to be expected in
the physical evolution of a collapsing star, but rather the consequence of
the particular properties of these very symmetrical solutions of the Ein-
stein equations. This was not an academic question, since the develop-
ment of singularities in spacetime implies a corresponding break down of
the laws of physics, a basic issue in modern general relativity. The two
physical situations where singularity of this type occur are the gravita-
tional collapse of su�ciently massive stars and the big bang singularity in
cosmology. The problem of the cosmological singularity marked Hawk-
ing’s interest in the matter. Together with G. F. R. Ellis he discussed the
development of singularities in homogeneous cosmological models [1],
and together (1973) they wrote the wonderful The large scale structure
of Space-Time [5], where they provide a detailed and still very actual de-
scription of the sophisticated global geometrical methods pioneered by
them andRoger Penrose. This classic bookmarked also the birth ofmod-
ern mathematical general relativity. A series of events, fostered by Den-
nis Sciama, led to a collaboration with R. Penrose [2]. Together, they
were able to prove that a big bang singularity was also a feature not just of
the standard highly symmetrical Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) cosmological models, but also of more generic (not symmetric)
model, a theorem generalizing Penrose’s original results by showing that
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Haity. These years mark also awking’swking s fundamental contribution [3] to a
basic result of black hole theory according towhich (i)The event horizon
of a black hole has the topology of a sphere, (ii)The facace area of the fu-
ture event horizon never decreases with time (Fig. 12). These properties
suggested him a deep analogy between the behavior of black holes and the
awsws of thermodynamics: The facace area of the black hole horizon and
its facace avityvity were shown (in a foundationaloundational work [4] written in col-
laborationwith B.Carter and J. Bardeen) to play a role analogous, respec-
tiv y,, to the role that entropy and temperature play in thermodynamics.
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By deriving an expression for the mass of a stationary axisymmetric so-
lution of the Einstein equations containing a black hole surrounded by
matter and discussing aslo a formula for the di�erence in mass between
two neighboring such solutions, they noticed that two black hole param-
eters, the areaA of the event horizon and the surface gravity k of the black
hole, have in their words a close analogy with entropy and temperature re-
spectively. This analogy suggests the formulation of four laws of black hole
mechanics which correspond to and in some ways transcend the four laws of
thermodynamics (Fig. 13). In the notation associated with the Kerr met-
ric (recall that the surface gravity of a black hole is, roughly speaking, the
acceleration required (as measured from an asymptoticallyMinkowskian
observer), for a test particle to stay still on the event horizon), we have

• 0th Law: the surface gravity of the (future) event horizon κ is con-
stant

κ :=

√
G2M2 − a2

2GM
(
GM +

√
G2M2 − a2

)

• 1st Law: if a stationary black hole of mass M and angular mo-
mentum J = Ma is perturbed to another stationaryBH(M +
δM, J + δJ) then

dM =
κ

8π
dA+ ΩH dJ

whereΩH = J

2GM[GM2+
√
G2M4−J2]

is the black hole horizon an-
gular velocity;

• 2nd Law: Hawking’s area theorem holds: The surface area of the
future event horizon never decreases with time.

This thermodynamic behavior of black holes seemed, at the time, just a
curiosity and we let S. Hawking comment on this:
..But it was Jacob Bekenstein, who took the bold step, of suggesting the area
actually was the physical entropy, and that it counted the internal states of
the black hole. I was verymuch against this idea at first, because I felt it was
amisuse ofmy horizon area result. If a black hole had a physical entropy, it
would also have a physical temperature. If a black hole was in contact with
thermal radiation, it would absorb some of the radiation, but it would not
give o� any radiation, since by definition, a black hole was a region from
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icch thihing would ape.pe. If thermal radiatiadiation was at a lower temper-
ature thahan thehe blaclack ole,le, thehe loss of entropy down thehe blaclack hole, would be
greater thahan thehe increase of izonzon area. ... No one, i lluding kkenstein
andmyseelf,lf, thoughought anytything could get out f aa non rotating blaclack hole. On
thehe other hand, Penrose had shown thathat energy could be ractedacted from a
rotating blaclack ole,le, by a classiicacal cess.ess. This i icatedcated that therehere should
be a spontaneous ionon in thehe uperper radiaadiant modes, thathat would be thehe
quantum counterpart of thehe Penrose cess.ess. In trying to understand thishis

ionon in the uperper radiaadiant modes, in terms of quantum fieldld theory in
curved eetimes, I stumbledled across thehe factact thathat even non rotating blaclack
holes, would radiate.adiate. Moreover, the radiatiionon would be tlyly what was
required, to prevent a violatilation of thehe second law. ekensteikenstein was right after
all,l, but in a ayy he hadn’t a iciipated.pated.

Hence, blackhole physicsysics connects awking’swking’s area theorem to the second
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law of thermodynamics: dS ≥ 0. A black hole with an event horizon of
areaA has an entropy given by

SBH =
kBA

4G~
=

kBπR
2
0

G~
=

kB A

4 l2P
,

where kB is Boltzmann constant. By a sophisticated analysis of quan-
tum �elds on the curved spacetime associated to the black hole, Hawking
was able to prove [6] that coherently with the thermodynamic behavior,
a black hole emits a black body radiation at a temperature given by the
celebrated formula

TBH =
~

8πGkBM
.

A layman explanation of the general philosophy underlying this basic re-
sult can be at least qualitatively appreciated if we consider the interac-
tion of the event horizon with a quantum �eld. As the �eld approaches
the horizon its uctuations (even the virtual ones), as seen by an asymp-
totic Schwarzschild observer, slow down more and more as the �eld ap-
proaches the horizon. In particular, short–lived virtual uctuations are
stretched over the full surface horizon area (Fig. 14) and become physical
uctuations since a virtual particle that exists for an arbitrarily long time
...is an ordinary particle! Hence, black holes are not so black and through
their thermal emission they should evaporate at faster and faster rate. For
this to happen for standard black holes you have to wait for eons! Some
numerical �gures may be of help,

TBH(few Sol M) ' 10−8K

TBH(Moon) ' 10K

TBH(a boulder) ' 1018K

TBH(MPlanck) ' 1032K

Hence, Hawking temperature is tiny for ordinary astrophysical masses,
but it tends to grow exponentially as we consider black holes of smaller
and smallermasses. Hawking speculated that tiny cosmological blackholes
should exists as remnants of the Big Bang and that they could be revealed
through the energetic explosion resulting from their runaway evapora-
tion. Alas, none has been revealed up to now! It is also worthwhile to
stress that black hole entropy SBH is proportional to the area A of the
event horizon and not to the 3-dimensional volume V enclosed within
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the (horizon) facace area A (Fig. 15). This is a basic featureeature of the ther-
modynamics of a system involving avityvity. For a usual thermodynamical
system associated to a local T,, we have S ∝ V . In particular, the
number of QFT states with a maximum energy density εmax that can
be gathered in a 3d volume V typically is NQQFT ∝ exp[s(εmax)V ],
where s(εmax) is the entropy density as a function of the energy(density).
Hence, SBBH is the maximum entropy of a region V of 3D space: an en-
tropy that is proportional to the facace area measured in Planck units.
The basic factact remains that SBBH is much larger than the physicysical (mass–
energy) entropy of the collapsing star generating the black hole, and one
is left with the very di�cult question of understanding its physicysical origin.
Are we touching here, with the interpretative physicysical problems raised by
awkingwking radiation, the boundary between general relativity and quan-

tum theory? One may think that the Mathematical entropy of a BH is
a measure of the potential capacity of the BH to store formation,ormation, or
that we need the powerful extension of quantum �eld theory provided
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5. Mind over matter

Stephen Hawking was arguably one of the greatest relativist of t
�fty years. In this vastly incomplete note, a written report of m
address at the Istituto Lombardo to honor his y,, we just to
upon his many impressive, if not revo y,, contributions to o
derstanding of General Relativity and of their impact on the phy
the Universe. He had a public, romanticised, image, in the word
felongelong friendRoger Penrose, thehe sym oll of thehe triumph ofmind ove
ter. An image fully justi�ed by the factact that, notwithstanding his p
condition, he was able to establish extraordinary representations
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patterns of the world, which thrive on surprise and beauty.
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